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1. Objectives 
The Project Mappers consortium held a technical back-to-back meeting between CNR (coordinator and 
responsible of MAppERS app development) and EASS (partner and piloting tester). EASS illustrated roles, 
training school, responsibilities as official academy at national level for disaster management for different type 
of stakeholders. For the same aim CNR presented a scientific review of smartphone solutions adopted at global 
level available in literature, including database, layout, usability criteria and final objectives. Training of 
crowdsourcing with ERASMUS student offered a global interaction valid for training curricula.   

2. Participating organisations 
The meeting was attended by the scientific representatives of the National Research Council of Italy 
(CNR)/Research Institute for Geo-hydrological Protection of Padua (IRPI) and Estonian Academy of Security 
Sciences (EASS). 

 
 Simone Frigerio - CNR 

 Tarmo Kull - EASS 

 Ants Tammepuu - EASS 

 Eva Kajasalu - EASS 

 Timo Hellenberg - HELLB 

3. Programme 
The Tallinn meeting was divided into two full programme days (10th and 11th December 2014). Tarmo Kull 
introduced EASS as academy school with own organization and resources. A presentation of training sessions 
and the official paramilitary role in Estonian disaster management was introduced. Simone Frigerio gave a 
lesson about crowdsourcing with ERASMUS students, sharing MAppERS to a different audience with a high-
level background on disaster management. EASS laboratory team showed techniques adopted for digital 
teaching simulator concerning disaster management. Tarmo Kull illustrated the structure of X-Road database 
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system with standardize top-down level at national and local level for a parallel and innovative data sharing 
concerning features and images linked to natural hazards. 

4. Outcome 
The EASS belongs in the area of the government of the Ministry of Interior, while meeting the requirements 
provided for the schools by the Ministry of Education and Research (Annex 1). EASS is the only educational 
institution in Estonia which trains specialists in internal security and law enforcement and It is one of the 
official colleges distributed at national level for security and rescue (Fig.1). 

 

 

Fig.1. The education system of internal security in Estonia  

EASS was founded in 1992 and actually embracing around 200 employees, 75 full time lectures with 1010 
divided in Master (100), Higher education (670) and Vocational (240). The institute includes a research team 
who merges annually Annual International Scientific Conference and Co-operation with Estonian Rescue Board. 
Its academy role is well represented abroad based on specific international relations related on research and 
development, exchange of students, academic and staff mobility and learning environment.  

The EASS Rescue College has 4 institutes spread in Estonia and divided in Rescue College - Tallinn and Rescue 
School – Väike-Maarja and the training facilities and equipment includes training ground, simulation classes, 2 
rescue management, 112 classroom, 4 firetrucks, etc. (Annex 2). The study program provides different 
solutions: 4 years or 3 years of higher education, 1 year of sub-officer (crew leader), 1 year of rescuer/fire-
fighter, 1 year of emergency response centre operator. Some additional training solutions are aggregated to 
the standard training course, like emergency call response, water rescue instructor (potential link with FHFRS 
actions), traffic accident instructor, didactics, first aid, rescue works, etc. The methods of learning depend by 
final aims and typology of course, like lectures, practical training on the training ground, simulation training, e-
learning, internships in rescue services or independent learning. 

The Centre for Innovative Applied Learning Technologies (CIALT) a program of methodological and didactical 
support to training institutions and other public operational services and agencies. It is composed by huge 
variety of trainings and exercises in virtual reality (Fig. 2) and it contains more than 10 virtual training and 
research programs. The software solutions adopted within CIALT can be listed for the their educational 
purposes: 

1. Virtual simulation (XVR): operational and tactical readiness for security (e.g. rescue service, 
ambulance) 

2. Resource planning (ISEE): map-based tool to simulate real situation practice the command level 
3. Language Robot: simulator for learning professional language 

In addition to the support for learning, CIALT offers solutions for internal security like PyroSim, KOSMAS, STRES 
and PATHFINDER. The systems enable to do data analysis, and visualize several options and scenarios.  
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Fig.2. XVR digital simulator for crisis management. 

The products and services of CIALT can roughly be divided into three categories: 

1. Development of interactive learning environments 
2. Training at virtual environments 
3. Technical support researchers for security tasks 

The first aim of CIALT is offering a training experiences in situation as realistic as possible. The basic idea is 
achieving through individual approaches, conducting the training in authentic contexts, linking first-hand 
experience and future work situation. CIALT joins best practice and technological solutions, helping the 
engagement of the mental processes of a trainee. Every training scenario relies on a problematic situation 
which solution procedure is supported and evaluated by an instructor. Owing to technological solutions 
feedback is instant, which in turn makes it easier to consolidate. Problem situations are dealt with in role plays. 
The training is made by group units, really close to the reality, offering a clear distinction of responsibilities (Fig. 
3) 

 

Fig. 3. In-unit training. 

Some of EASS members are also partner of Estonian Disaster Relief Team (EDRT). It is an official and 
institutional national rescue unit organized by the Estonian Rescue Board for special and quick preparedness 
capacity (Annex 3): 

1. Preparedness for international missions in 24 hours 
2. Readiness of 40 specialists (requires a reserve of ca 160 team members) 
3. Self-sufficiency in crisis area for 2 weeks 
4. Create an equipment holding base 

The training capacity of members has to be at high-level background and it has to be arranged for Urban Search 
& Rescue, Medical assistance, Chemical rescue and decontamination (CBRN), EOD (explosive ordnance 
disposal), Logistical support of rescue and humanitarian operations.  

EASS manages ERASMUS groups in every semester. They are from Slovak, Slovenia, Germany and Poland. 
MAppERS presented an internal lecture for ERASMUS students 2014, within their course of National and 
International disaster management (Fig. 4). The idea was involving students with an advanced knowledge due 
to EASS classes concerning disaster management (prevention, management and strategy). Several interesting 
discussion were advanced in a final brainstorming, concerning idea of MAppERS and utility for practical case 
studies. Here listed the argument treated: 
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1. Presence of smartphone solutions is spread behind every kind of communities. So the utility of thIs 
tools is automatically positive, due to their “presence” inside daily life for single family. 

2. Utility of smartphone tools is quite fragile for emergency crisis phases. The reason poses with 
instability of network during critical moments (emergency communications network are the only 
visible solutions to fill the gap) and uncertainty of stressed people. 

3. Presence of smartphone tools within communities can seriously improve their preparedness. The 
critical enemy “I don’t do anything until I am involved” can be overlaid with a clear culture of 
prevention in which user-friendly tools are easily shared and adopted. 

4. Training and social meetings are compulsory, to avoid misunderstanding or underestimate the 
importance of a smartphone contribution. People has to consider and understand advantages, and 
how their role can improve awareness and preparedness (potential credits and reward shall 
stimulate interested tester). 

5. MAppERS-C can be technically easier but logistically more complex, due to the dissemination 
difficulties. MAppERS-V on the opposite can be technically more complex but easier for testing 
(trained people with crisis management experience have a specific role during prevention and crisis 
management, so the application of smartphone app is comparable as a normal tool of their activity). 

 

  
Fig. 4. MAppERS for ERASMUS student 2014. 

X-Road is Database system (Annex 4) produced by Estonian Information Systems Authority for public and private 

institute for data sharing (like EASS). The idea was planned after 90s a common data box to interconnect information 

maintaining security issue, but offering a peer-to-peer solution. The idea of an ID-card was the basic interface for 

single user to access a common box of information. The architecture offers a distributed architecture (XML based) 

with two-level authorization access. This issue simplified transparence on data-model and usage patterns (Fig 5). 

Since EASS has a dedicated training sector-service, CNR suggested to develop the training module jointly. Since they 

already have expertise they could actively contribute to: 

1. Drafting of training module 

2. Participatory review of module 

3. Pilot of module by already implementing part of in activities already included in their training 

curricula. Example of EASS curriculum in Annex 5 

Thus at the end of project we have a revised and approved training module, already embedded in an already existing 

training course. 
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Fig. 5. Estonian information system. 

 

Annexes: 
 

Annex 1 - Estonian Academy of Security Sciences 

Annex 2 - The Rescue College 

Annex 3 - Estonian Disaster Relief Team  

Annex 4 - xRoad Overview 

Annex 5 - The curriculum of rescue service 2014 
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